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1 Overview
The Programmable Floating Point Unit (PFPU) is a oating point VLIW mi ropro essor optimized for fast

omputation of verti es

oordinates used by the Milkymist texture mapping

unit.
It is designed for repetitive evaluation of the same mathemati al fun tion on a large number of
points, using 32-bit oating point numbers. Furthermore, it

ontains spe i ally

rafted DMA

engine and address generator whi h enable the output DMA buer to be ready to be used
immediately by the texture mapping unit.

2 Ar hite ture

Figure 1: The PFPU ar hite ture.
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2.1

Register le

The PFPU implements 128 registers, whi h are a

essed by its mi ro ode, the address generator

and the CSR interfa e.
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Mesh X
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urrently
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point, stored as integer by the address generator
before starting the mi ro ode.
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Mesh Y
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Sele ts the bran h to return when exe uting an

point (same remark).

IF instru tion.
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General purpose 32-bit registers.

an use the general purpose registers to store inputs of the fun tion to be evaluated,

and to store intermediate

omputation results.

The registers are not reinitialized when a new point is

omputed. It is the responsibility of the

ompiler to generate a mi ro ode that does not overwrite inputs that must be used to

ompute

several points.
Mi ro ode writes to read-only registers result in undened behaviour.

2.2

Instru tion set

The mi ro ode is spe ied a simple 25-bit instru tion set. All instru tion s heduling is handled
by the

ompiler.

On ea h

y le, the PFPU exe utes two instru tions, a read + start operation instru tion that

pushes two registers into the ALU, and a write instru tion that takes the

urrent ALU result

and writes it ba k to the register le. The two are en oded in the same ins tru tion word.

Parameter

Operand A

Operand B

Op ode

Destination

Length

7

7

4

7

Bits

24..18

17..11

10..7

7..0

All instru tions that do not write to the register le must have the destination eld set to 0.

2.3

Address generator

The address generator iterates over all the points of a re tangular mesh. At ea h point, the X
oordinate and Y

oordinate registers are updated, and the DMA target address is

The fun tion used to

omputed.

ompute the DMA target address is the same as the one of the texture

mapping unit:

base + 8 · (128 · y + x)
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2.4

Arithmeti and logi al unit (ALU)

The ALU

ontains several

omputation units that perform arithmeti , binary and logi

opera-

omputation unit is sele ted using the op ode part of the instu tion, a

ording

tions.
At every

y le, a

to the table below. The

omputation unit nishes its

omputation a number of

y les later, and

the result is written to the register given in the instru tion whi h is a tive at this time. It is the
responsibility of the
nish its

ompiler to avoid output

omputation at a given

Units

an a

Ea h

omputation unit

oni ts; that is to say, that only one unit may

y le.

ept a new operation at ea h

y le (they are pipelines).

an have one, two or three arguments. If the unit has one argument,

operand A is used, and operand B and ags are ignored. If the unit has two arguments, operands
A and B are used. If the unit has three arguments, all operands and ags are used.

2.4.1

Table of operations

Mnemoni

Op ode

Laten y

Des ription

NOP

0



No operation (use as ller).

FADD

1

4

Floating point addition.

FSUB

2

4

Floating point subtra tion (A-B).

FMUL

3

5

Floating point multipli ation.

FABS

2

2

Floating point absolute value.

F2I

5

2

Convert oat to integer.

I2F

6

3

Convert integer to oat.

VECTOUT

7



Write 2x32-bit ve tor to memory and terminate program.

SIN

8

4

Sine table look-up.

COS

9

4

Cosine table look-up.

ABOVE

a

2

Result is 1.0 is A>B, 0.0 otherwise.

EQUAL

b

2

Result is 1.0 is A=B, 0.0 otherwise.

COPY

2

Result is A.

IF

d

2

Result is A if R2 != 0, B otherwise.

TSIGN

e

2

Inverts the sign of A if B is negative.

QUAKE

f

2

Returns an inverse square root approximation.

2.4.2

Relationship with IEEE754

When using oating point numbers, the PFPU uses the same number representation as IEEE754
(1-bit sign, 8-bit biased exponent, 23-bit mantissa).

This is made to ease interfa ing with

IEEE754- ompliant systems and software; however, the PFPU does not

omply with IEEE754

and notoriously diers from the norm in the following points:

Denormal numbers.

The PFPU represents zero as any number that has a zero biased ex-

ponent, and the other bits are don't

are. This means that denormal numbers are treated as

zero. Therefore, when writing a oating point number to the PFPU, no spe ial
taken to

are should be

he k if it's denormal or not (ex ept for the obvious loss of pre ision). However, when
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reading a oating point number from the PFPU, if its exponent is zero, then its other bits are
invalid. They must be ignored unless your use of the number

Pre ision.

an tolerate the introdu ed noise.

The PFPU does not follow IEEE754 spe i ations regarding pre ision and round-

ing of operations.

Spe ial numbers.

Numbers like NaN, innity, et . are not supported. Trying to perform an

operation that would result in su h a number in IEEE754- ompliant arithmeti s yields undened
result on the PFPU.

2.4.3

Floating point addition and subtra tion

These operations are implemented using the same pipeline.
The operation is performed using one guard digit and trun ation of the result.

2.4.4

Integer

onversions

The PFPU supports

onversion to and from 32-bit signed integers, using two's

When doing a oat to integer

2.4.5

omplement.

onversion, the de imal part is trun ated.

Ve tor output

This instru tion takes two 32-bit integers A and B as input, and writes them in order to memory
(A is written rst). It formats the output of the PFPU so that it

an be dire tly read as a vertex

oordinate by the texture mapping unit.
Exe uting this instru tion terminates the PFPU program.

2.4.6

Sine and

osine table look-up

2·π·A
sin( 2·π·A
8192 ) or cos( 8192 ) for a signed integer input A. A an be of the whole 32-bit
31
31
to 2
− 1) and the result will be orre t, whi h makes preliminary
signed integer range (−2
range redu tion to [0; 2 · π] unne essary in pra ti al ases. To ompute sine or osine, all you

This

omputes

would need to do is a oating point multipli ation by

8192
2·π , onversion to integer, and sine/ osine

table look-up.

2.4.7
The

Comparison

ABOVE and EQUAL operations return a oating point number whi

depending on the result of the

2.4.8

h is 0.0 (false) or 1.0 (true),

omparison.

QUAKE instru tion

This instru tion returns

0x5f3759df - ((A & 0x7fffffff) >> 1).

approximation of the inverse square root, a

It is used to

ompute an

ording to the algorithm made famous by Quake

III.
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3 Interfa e
The PFPU is equipped with a CSR slave bus used for
the

ontrol, and a Wishbone master for storing

omputation results into system memory.

The CSR bus gives a

ess to

onguration and status registers, to the

ontents of the 128 data

registers, and to the mi ro ode memory.

3.1

Register 0x000  Control register

Bits

A

ess

0

RW

Default

Des ription

0

Start/busy bit.

Writing 1 to this position starts the exe ution

of the mi ro ode. When reading, this bit is set when the

ore is

busy.
311

3.2



0

Reserved.

Register 0x004  DMA base register

This register sets the base address for DMA transfers, expressed in bytes. DMA transfers must
be aligned to a 32-bit boundary.
When the PFPU is busy (mi ro ode exe ution in progress), this register is read-only. Writing
it results in undened behaviour.

3.3

Registers 0x008 and 0x00C  Last vertex index registers

These registers set the indi es of the last verti es of the mesh, respe tively horizontally and
verti ally.

Indi es start at 0.

For instan e, when

omputing a mesh of 32x24 verti es, the

registers should be set to 31 and 23.
When the PFPU is busy, these registers are read-only.

3.4

Register 0x010  Mi ro ode page register

Be ause the CSR address spa e is limited, the 2048-word mi ro ode memory is split into 4
onse utive pages of 512 words, and only one of these pages is mapped to the CSR interfa e at
a given time. This register sele ts whi h. Values are between 0 to 3.

3.5

Register 0x014  Vertex ounter register

This register
when the

3.6

ounts the number of pro essed verti es.

ore is busy. It is set to 0 when a new

It

an be read at any time, in luding

omputation is started.

Register 0x018  Collision ounter register

This register

ounts the number of

pipelines nish their

ollisions

that o

omputations in the same

so that this situation is avoided. The

lo k

ured.

A

ollision

ounter is set to 0 when a new
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happens when two

y le - and the mi ro ode must be made
omputation is started.

3.7

Register 0x01C  Stray write ounter register

This register

ounts the number of

pipeline nishes a

stray writes

that o

ured.

A

stray write

happens when a

omputation, but the mi ro ode denes no destination register for it. The

ounter is set to 0 when a new

omputation is started.

For stray write dete tion to work, all unused destination register slots in the mi ro ode must be
set to 0.

3.8

Registers 0x400 to 0x5FC  Register le a ess

This address range gives dire t a
It should not be a

3.9

ess to the 128 registers of the le.

essed while the mi ro ode is in exe ution.

Registers 0x800 to 0xFFC  Mi ro ode a ess

This address range gives dire t a

ess to a page of 512 words of the mi ro ode.

The 25-bit

mi ro ode words are padded to 32 bits by adding 7 zeros before them.
It should not be a

essed while the mi ro ode is in exe ution.

4 Interrupts
The PFPU is equipped with one a tive-high edge-sensitive interrupt line.
An interrupt is triggered when a mi ro ode has nished exe ution and all resulting data has
been sent through the bus master.
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